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W H O

Aida started getting more close to 

holistic approach to life becoming a 

traveling yogini in her twenties. First 

time visiting India she dived 

profoundly into yoga studies becoming 

a yoga teacher. She kept discovering 

life with a daily yoga and meditation 

practice and Eventually got introduced 

to Thai Yoga Massage and a little later 

to Shiatsu. Today she is a qualified 

practitioner of both. She has been 

offering yoga classes and treatments in 

several places in Greece as well as Italy 

and Asia. 

Along with practices mentioned above Aïda has always been interested in nutrition 

and continuously studies and experiments with this vital part of life. Discovering 

whole foods was a great thing and experience of truly healing power of daily 

nourishment.

Since 2016 she has decided to settle down in the divine land of Crete where she 

created a holistic project PURE SELF. The abundant and lush nature of the area of 

Chania was calling her and the wilderness reminded her of her very young days and 

recreated the essence of the surroundings with forests, meadows, rivers and lakes, 

that she grew up with. Aida now shares her gifts taking care of our SPA in ELIA hotel.

Aïda is fluent in English, French, Italian, Greek as well as her mother tongue 

Lithuanian in case any of these is of your convenience.



W H E R E

ELIA TRADITIONAL HOTEL & SPA

is established in a 200-year-old, fully renovated historical building protected by the 

preservations laws. Environment-friendly materials were used for the renovation of 

the building and all works were based on construction practices used by the artisans 

of the past.

In a natural environment, rich in beautiful sounds, aromas, and colours ELIA SPA 

offers relaxation and rejuvenation services which will allow you to fully unwind and 

release any tension. The surroundings are abundant in olive and fruit-bearing trees 

with paths ideal for walking in the tranquility and calmness that nature unsparingly 

offers. Our therapies will enhance the relaxing and healing process of the therapies 

and support your inner growth.

 

Ano Vouves, 73006 Kolymbari, Crete

Aida 00 30 69 481 99877

Elia Hotel & Spa 00 30 28240 83056 



T R E A T M E N T S

Traditional Thaï Yoga Massage* has its roots dating back to some 2500 years 

ago in India, in times of Ayurvedic and Yogic healing. It was brought over to 

Thailand, with the migration of Buddhism, as a medical practice by a famous Indian 

doctor Jivaka Kumar Baccha, the Buddhas’ personal physician and doctor of the 

monks in the monasteries of that time. The teaching and sharing from generation to 

generation and from master to student has made this massage the intuitive hands-

on healing art that it is.

60 min session 60€         90 min 90€         120 min 120€

Zen Shiatsu* is a form of bodywork originating from Japan based on the Chinese 

Medicine and aids to bring balance in bodily and mental levels working through the 

12 meridians (energy lines) corresponding to the 12 internal organs. Penetration of 

thumbs, fingers, palms and elbows, feet and knees are applied to various parts of the 

body. Sensitivity and meditative state of the practitioner is essential for a healing 

effect as Zen Shiatsu stimulates the natural healing powers of the body. Symptoms of 

disease lessen and vitality is regained.

60 min treatment 60€

Aromatherapy Massage* uses fine oil with a personally selected combination of 

essential oils. It gently and effectively works the whole body nourishing ones’ skin, 

relaxing the body and soothing the mind.

60 min session 60€



Neck - Head - Face Massage* A gentle treatment totally relaxing the upper 

body and clearing the mind using Shiatsu and Thaï Massage techniques.

30 min session 40€

Lower Body Massage* helps to release any tension in the legs and feet. Shiatsu 

and Thaï Massage techniques work not only on muscles and tissues, but also bring 

youth, refresh energy and relax mentally.

45 min session 50€

Pain Relieving Massage* will help after traveling, extended walking or a smaller 

incident. Locally made St.Johns Wort Oil as it is one of the best and most powerful 

traditional medicines will be applied by gentle rubbing and pressure the area which is 

in need.

20 min session 25€



Ampuku (abdominal massage)* is an Ancient Japanese treatment which is 

recommended for constipation, irritable colon, gastritis, respiratory system problems 

such as asthma, shortness of breath headaches and migraines, stress and even 

reproductive system. It works for the whole Hara area, which in the Eastern tradition 

is understood as the main part of our body and very closely related to ones’ 

personality and mind. Internal organs are gently touched and balance is invited.

20 min session 25€

*PLEASE TAKE A REFRESHING SHOWER BEFOREHAND AND DRESS WITH 

LIGHT, NATURAL COMFORTABLE CLOTHING, PREFERABLY LONG SLEEVES 

AND LONG PANTS (EXCEPT AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE)

I N D U L G E

Hammam (steam bath) is an ancient way to cleanse and rejuvenate the body, 

slow down the mind and get closer to the self. Take a moment to have a deeper 

breath lying down on warm marble and gift your skin a freshly prepared herbal salt 

scrub.*

Single 25€

Couple 35€

Combined with another treatment - 5€ off

Sauna originates from northern Europe and has been used since centuries for a 

quiet and reuniting time to stay with the closest people, cleanse the body and open 

the heart releasing tensions and past emotions. Enhanced with essential oils.*



Single 25€

Couple 35€

Combined with another treatment - 5€ off

*Includes a pot of locally collected Herbal tea to help the cleansing process and 

hydration.

Relaxing Bath is a perfect treat for a couple to spend some time in a romantic 

setting. It is prepared with essential oils and mineral salts to nourish the skin.

Oil massage is highly recommended afterwards.

Couple 40€

Combined with another treatment - 5€ off

Jacuzzi helps to reduce stress, ease muscle pain, improve blood circulation, move 

energy in the whole body.

Single 25€

Combined with another treatment - 5€ off



P A M P E R

N A T U R A L L Y

Homemade compositions prepared right before the treatment only with fresh 

natural local ingredients. OLIVE OIL and ALOE VERA sourced from our own property. 

HONEY from trusted bee-keepers. AVOCADO is one of agricultural treasures in the 

area of Chania. With gratitude for the land for all the herbs, trees, insects and 

animals.

Aloe Vera & Honey Face Mask* works purifying and cleansing. A great treat 

for your face after spending time in sunshine. Deeply hydrates leaving the skin soft 

and shiny.

Mineral Salt & Essential Oils Body Scrub* will make you feel new born 

leaving your skin wonderfully renewed and nourished.

Avocado & Rosemary Hair Mask* strengthens and vitalises the hair giving it 

glow and nourishment and keeping the scalp healthy.

*For optimal benefit we advice to combine with a hammam or sauna and a massage.

Each one 20€      Combination of two 35€      Combination of three 50€

Foot bath with Mediterranean Sea salt and fine essential oils of Cretan herbs is a 

must after explorations of the islands beauty. When feet are well relaxed the whole 

body releases tensions much more easily and tranquility comes to your mind. This 

bath is combined with a gentle foot massage and is a great initiation for a Shiatsu, 

Thai Massage or other treatment of your choice.

20 min 25€            Combined with another treatment - 10€ off 



B O D Y - M I N D - S O U L

Our peaceful environment is ideal to achieve a deeper connection with oneself 

through a yoga practice either for experienced practitioners or beginners.

Classes are mostly help on an individual base and small couple / friend / family 

groups.

Hatha Yoga is a body-mind practice based on traditional ancient Indian teachings 

balancing the HA - the Sun and THA - the moon. Various postures are held with a 

synchronicity with breath ignored to improve strength, stamina and flexibility as well 

as stillness of mind.

1 hour guided personal practice 40€

Every additional person 10€



Asana – Pranayama – Meditation. A more profound practice using the 

classical way of Hatha Yoga.

90 min guided practice 60€

Every additional person 15€

Yin Yoga is mostly floor postures that are held passively for several minutes in 

order to access a safe and positive ‘stress’ on the deep layers of connective tissue in 

the body. Physically, Yin Yoga restores and maintains the natural mobility of the 

joints, primarily between the navel and the knees. Energetically, Yin Yoga opens the 

body’s meridian system, which enhances the body’s energetic flow and supports 

emotional equilibrium.

Yi Yoga is a wonderful way to slow down finding a deeper connection with ones’ own 

body and heart.

1 hour personal session 40€

Every additional person 10€

Breathwork & Meditation. You will be guided through several ancient 

breathing and concentration techniques helping to gradually relax the mind and 

possibly enter to a meditative state. 

45 min personal session 30€

Every additional person 10€

C O M B I N E

We are happy to prepare custom wellness packages of therapies and sessions of your 

preference.  A great way to leave behind daily routine and fully nourish yourselves 

from the present moment.



F O O D   M A T T E R S

“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food”

Hippocrates

Cleansing program is dedicated to those to seek to give resting time for body 

and mind and restart the internal systems, getting rid of toxins and excessive weight 

if necessary. The program is formed by personal needs after a personal interview 

where the reasons and targets are discussed as well as the length and intensity.

The nutritional part is based on the theory of the five elements - water, wood, fire, 

earth and metal. It is formed of whole foods including grains and pulses, sprouts and 

sprouted grain breads, locally grown fresh fruits and vegetables, “slow” juices, 

healthy snacks and deserts.

Treatments and physical practices will be recommended as well as a homework can 

be designed to take back home and continue.

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/248774.Hippocrates


Cacao Ceremony. It is believed cacao was first used as a health elixir and 

ceremonial medicine as far back as 1900 BC by the ancestors of Central America, the 

Olmec people, before becoming a ritualistic medicine used by the Aztec and Mayan 

cultures. Signifying both life and fertility, it was ingested by Royalty in ceremonial 

God worship and in sacrificial ritual. Due to certain active ingredients that help 

release ‘feel good’ emotions, cacao is considered a heart opener. Creating feelings of 

emotional intimacy and pleasure, it has long been considered a luxurious delicacy.

A cacao ceremony is an opportunity to connect to yourself and open your heart. 

Because of cacaos’ ability to increase your connection to your inner self and your 

heart chakra, it aids in any transformational shift you are working towards, whether 

you are looking to deepen your understanding of who you are, release old patterns 

and traumas, or move into a more self-confident space. Whatever your path, the 

intention is yours to set. Cacao allows you to the insight and awareness to move 

towards that goal.

Finest quality organic cacao and spices are used for this sacred medicine treat.

Ceremony for two 30€      Every additional person 10€  



Whole living food workshop is for those who are interested in nutrition and 

food preparation. This is a great chance to learn how to easily make your own nut/

seed milk, sprouts, vegan cheese, delicious healthy snacks and deserts. Properties of 

different ingredients - grains, pulses, animal products, fruits and vegetables, seeds 

and nuts, herbs and spices - will be analysed and the most suitable ones will be 

discovered.

Holistic Lifestyle Consultation. Book yours if you feel it is time to make any change 

in your daily life. Learn how to make space for yourself even when you believe you 

“have no time”. No matter your age, gender, profession or anything else.

Make space, allow grace.

First session 45€

Following ones 35€

E X T R A

Baby sitting. Aida has cared for children from a few families in the past and she 

can offer some of her free hours taking care of your little ones whilst you take some 

quiet, and romantic time for yourselves.

Please, connect directly to arrange.


